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1. Summary. The main story recounted here may briefly be summarized as 
follows. In the 1820s, when in his thirties, Cauchy launched a massive programme 
of research in linear elasticity theory to which W.J.M. Rankine later gave the 
name of "stress and strain" modeling. Inspired negatively by competing work 
due to C.L.M.H. Navier and positively by aspects of the optics of A.J. Fresnel, 
and challenged by his archrival S.D. Poisson, Cauchy surpassed all in the scope 
of his achievements. By 1830 he was adopting his methods to extend Fresnel's 
optics, especially dispersion, and his work entered a growing and international 
literature in these fields. 
The author enlarges her account by summarizing (among other works) J.L. 
Lagrange's methods in mechanics, considering J.B.J. Fourier's inauguration of 
heat theory in the 1800s, nicely describing S. Germain's contributions to elasticity 
theory (with assistance from Lagrange and A.M. Legendre) in the 1810s, and 
recording some of Cauchy's work on hydrodynamics and on differential equations. 
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She traces prehistory back quite far on some occasions, and advances as far 
forward as "Kirchoff." A name index (which ignores Legendre) is supplied, but 
no subject index is given. 
The book is based upon a docteur d'~tat sucessfully defended in 1990 (p. 10). 
It is the second book to cover this material in recent years: the other one is my 
own wider-ranging examination [Grattan-Guinness 1990] of French calculus and 
mechanics of the period. This is cited in the bibliography (as by one "Grattan- 
Guiness"), but is not discussed at all in the text. While there is no need for 
direct confrontation between the two accounts, points of comparison and contrast 
inevitably arise; for brevity, my book is cited as "GG." 
2. Cauchy. An overture is provided in the form of Cauchy's battle of the mid- 
1810s with Poisson over deep-fluid hydrodynamics. This is capably treated in 
Chap. 6, although the attribution of group velocity to G.G. Stokes (p. 166) surely 
overlooks Fourier, in reaction to Poisson (and Cauchy) in 1818 [GG, 686]. The 
main bulk of the study of Cauchy is rightly devoted to elasticity theory, and the 
rest of this review is similarly focused. 
After laying out the basic properties of stress and strain and asserting linear 
relationships between them, Cauchy analyzed the cumulative forces acting in and 
on a wide range of elastic, nonelastic, and flexible bodies of a wide range of 
shapes and profiles (rods, rectangles, cylinders, laminae, surfaces, and so on). 
He produced equations to represent their state of equilibrium and, in some cases, 
also their motion. On isotropic elasticity he went beyond current understanding 
in a way mentioned below; but his principal innovations concerned anisotropy, 
where he produced theories using up to 60 parameters and studied relationships 
between these parameters which reduced to important special cases. Some of his 
models were molecular in character, while others were "continuous" in the sense 
that they made no assumptions about the constitutive properties of the elastic 
body at hand [GG, Chap. 15]. 
While the author considers many of Cauchy's writings in detail, she does not 
always closely follow, or even attend to, the close chronology. For example, the 
account of his first theory is interrupted by a summary of his later views of 1841 
on rotation (pp. 254-256). This section belongs to Chap. 13, on his work after 
1830, which is probably the most satisfactory part of the treatment. More impor- 
tantly, Fresnel is treated only in Chap. 12, long after the account of Cauchy's 
initial insight; hence the nature of Fresnel's influence--that the trio of linear 
relationships of stress and strain comes from adapting a feature of Fresnel's 
aetherian theory of double refraction [GG, 891-893]--is noted there (p. 301) but 
not explained properly where it is needed (p. 245). Curiously, this particular result 
is also not presented in the chapter on Fresnel. A similar difficulty attends the 
treatment of G. Green. The passage on pp. 289-290 is comprehensible only in the 
context of the later comments on his contributions (pp. 394-397), since it largely 
relates to the influence on him of Cauchy's work on optics, which has not yet 
been described. 
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Cauchy's main papers were written and published between 1827 and 1830, but 
the basic inspiration behind his theory occurred in the autumn of 1822. Why did 
he let more than 4 years pass, so uncharacteristic of him, before publishing the 
details? The author notes the gap (p. 234), but offers no explanation for it. My 
own hypothesis--that he was delayed by uncertainty about how to specify parame- 
ters for isotropic elasticity [GG, I011]--might have been worth discussing. 
One of Cauchy's main advances over Fresnel, and indeed over all other prede- 
cessors, was his method which has become known as "isolating the system"; 
that is, considering stress and strain across any part of an elastic body. Truesdell 
[1968, 193] has rightly praised Cauchy to the skies for this innovation; here the 
part is taken to be a parallelepiped, and the procedure regarded as "trivial" (p. 
256). 
One of the most interesting claims made concerns the various theories which 
Cauchy espoused, where the author differs from the view of [Whittaker 1951] 
(miscited in the bibliography) that there were three of them. Surely, however, it 
is an oversimplification to claim in Chap. 11 that Cauchy switched entirely from 
continuous to molecular modelling of elastic bodies late in 1827, since some of 
his later models are continuous. In particular, the most general theory, a 60- 
parameter analysis of 1830, is of this kind, precisely to avoid the restricting assump- 
tions of symmetrical distributions of molecules in the elastic body that are needed 
to make the mathematics workable. This paper, lovely to me [GG, 1034-1036], 
is appraised here as unclear (p. 287). However, the author does note the presence 
in it of torsion terms, contrary to her earlier claim (p. 237 note 5) that Cauchy 
ignored torsion until 1841. 
3. "Confrdres." Of the other figures who feature in this story, Poisson main- 
tained the closest attention to Cauchy, at times coming close to plagiarism. The 
author deals valiantly with is molecularist arguments, which are often hard to 
follow [GG, 1016-1032 passim]. The lack of close attention to chronology is 
especially notable here. For example, she cites Poisson's bilinear expression to 
represent the effect of heat in elastic bodies (p. 270), but she does not quote 
Cauchy's quadratic form on the matter and finds his position "almost identical 
to that of Poisson" (p. 279). In fact, Cauchy's paper was published some months 
earlier [GG, 1014, 1028]. 
Cauchy's most interesting rival was Navier (who is initialled as "C.F." or 
"C.-F." throughout, for some reason), for (with little justice) he saw plagiarism 
of his own ideas in Cauchy's initial announcement i  1822 and maintained much 
aggression thereafter. In addition, the difference in motivation between Navier 
and the purist Cauchy is very striking; for Navier was the archetypal ing~nieur 
savant [Grattan-Guinness 1993], combining scientific with professional concerns 
(in his case, the flexibility of woods and metals for the building of bridges). 
Appointed professor at the l~cole des Ponts et Chausstes in 1819, Navier pro- 
duced an important sequence of papers over the next four years which tackled 
successively more difficult elastic bodies: rods, surfaces, three-dimensional solids, 
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and then viscous fluids (in which is found his version of the differential equations 
misnamed after him and Stokes) [GG, 969-1003]. The bibliography of these works 
is very confusing [GG, 992 table]; different papers carry very similar titles, and 
one was published only in summary. 
The author's treatment of Navier in Chap. 8 is, I am afraid, very incomplete. 
The bibliography for him contains only four items, listing five of the 10 papers; 
but in fact item (1821) is the same as the second one numbered (1827), except 
that the page numbers are wrong. (To avoid confusion with the system of referen- 
cing used in this review, I have rendered her square brackets in references as 
round ones.) We do not learn of his initial study of rods or of his second treatment 
of fluids. More importantly, the contrast with Cauchy is not clearly brought out 
in the next chapter. Cauchy read the lithograph (though not, pace p. 235, as an 
examiner of it for the Academy of Sciences), and, in reaction to Navier's assump- 
tion, he realized that the resultant stress on a surface need not lie along the normal. 
In addition, we do not find proper notice given to the tradition that Navier initiated, 
and which was to pass on to G.G. Coriolis and J.B.C.J. Belanger and reach an 
extraordinary apogee in Barr6 de Saint-Venant's edition of Navier's early lectures 
at the t~cole des Ponts et Chauss6es [Navier 1864], with the editor's extensive 
footnotes and appendices on various aspects of elasticity theory. 
4. Referencing. The role of the bibliography in this book is very unclear. The 
references are given in footnotes, sometimes with a dating code such as "(1827)" 
but often not. Many items reappear in the bibliography under this code, but many 
others do not (for an example among many, two for Cauchy on p. 197), and no 
obvious criterion distinguishes the two categories. Further, in the bibliography 
itself a lot of works by an author are given the same code. The Navier pair above 
is but a squib; Cauchy has ten works called "(1828)" (as well as one "(1828a)" 
and one "(1828b)"), three "(1823)"s, and so n. These practices render impossible 
effective connection between bibliography and text, and not only for Cauchy. 
In addition, while every Cauchy item is cited to the edition of his works, 
there is no consistent rendering of the original place of publication. Finally, some 
references for other authors are wrong; for example, Airy (1831) is a (very im- 
portant) book of 410 pages [Airy 1831], not a three-page paper. 
This variety of presentation is evident also in the rendition of the text in TEX 
by two of the author's colleagues. There is a seemingly random scattering of 
periods, commas, and colons in references inboth footnotes and the bibliography, 
and in beginning footnotes with upper or lower case letters and ending them with 
a period or a blank. Elsewhere, for example, the titles of three subsections are 
terminated by a period, a colon, and a space (pp. 176-177). Cross-references to 
sections are given in various numerations (for example from p. 397 nn104-105, 
"chap~tre 1 section 4" and "section IV. 1"); but no section is so numbered, either 
in situ or in the table of contents. 
While nothing is rendered unreadable, these practices reveal n impressive 
measure of sloppiness. In addition, the passage on pp. 176-177 just mentioned 
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also contains a repeated misstatement from p. 171 of the functional solution to 
the wave equation for spherical propagation. Among other blemishes, the "61as- 
tica" curve is also the "elastica" and "la courbe 61astique" on p. 103. 
5. Conclusions. The strengths and limitations of this book may be summarized 
as follows. The author presents a wide range of historical material in and around 
Cauchy's contribution to hydrodynamics and elasticity theory. His work is ex- 
plored in detail; but in the latter area the chronology isoften neither close nor clear, 
and certain crucial steps in his thought are glossed over. Some contemporaries are 
either not well treated (Navier) or put in the wrong place (Fresnel, Green). For 
the work after 1830, Whittaker's book [1951] is much more readable, although the 
author's quibbles on the interpretation of Cauchy are well taken. For mathematical 
methods, nothing surpasses the monumental [Burkhardt 1908], which is not cited 
and does not seem to have been read. However, the author has relied heavily on 
some recent historians, whom she always generously acknowledges. For Poisson 
she used [Arnold 1983-1984]; some of the reasons for not doing so are recorded 
in [Grattan-Guinness 1986]. 
The title of the book also raises doubts. We read of a "French school," but 
this notion is not discussed, although historians are us d now to distinguish be- 
tween groups, networks, and schools in the strict sense. Of the latter a clear 
example belongs to this period, namely, the molecular physicists centered around 
P.S. Laplace from 1804 to the early 1820s [GG, Chap. 7]; their work relates to 
Cauchy's in several ways (especially through Poisson), and it deserves more 
attention than is given in the short Chap. 3 (for example, [Crosland 1967] is not 
cited). By the mid 1820s there was a powerful group of mathematical physicists 
in Paris, but they had no common method or philosophy [GG, 1288-1294]. They 
ranged from aetherians such as Cauchy (sometimes), Fresnel, and Ampere (whose 
work on electrodynamics is not discussed) to empiricists uch as Navier and 
Fourier, and also included more "neutral" philosophers like J. Binet and L. 
Poinsot (neither of whom is mentioned). 
Further, Cauchy made no attempt o found a school, although the quality of 
his work at this time, and the coterie of established and new figures then present 
in Parisian science, could have led to three of them under his leadership (not only 
elasticity theory but also real- and complex-variable analysis). Thus the claim that 
Cauchy "dominated science in France for nearly 35 years (from 1815 to 1850)" 
(p. 5) is hard to believe, especially as apparently all sciences are involved and 
Cauchy went into self-imposed exile from France between 1830 and 1838. Certainly 
no evidence for this claim is provided. Cauchy is a classic example of the loner, 
by his own inclination. 
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This book is an English translation, by H. Grant, A. Shenitzer, and O. B. 
Sheynin, of a Russian work first published in 1978, and it forms part of a series 
of books on the history of mathematics in the nineteenth century, which explains its 
rather unusual selection of topics. For the same reason, biographical information is 
not always given in this volume when it appears elsewhere in the series. 
The article on mathematical logic (by Z. A. Kuzicheva) is either somewhat 
eccentric or rather refreshing, according to taste. It concentrates on the British: 
the formal logic of A. De Morgan, and the work of Boole, Jevons, and Venn. It 
concludes with the algebraic logic of Schr6der and Poretskii. While the expert 
will find much that is familiar, general readers of the history of mathematics will 
find much that perhaps they do not know. De Morgan's theory of syllogisms is 
briefly analyzed, and his now-famous laws are encountered. Likewise, Boole 
receives only a brief treatment, although the responses of Jevons and Venn are 
well described. Jevons's reasoning piano is carefully described and illus- 
trated-plainly it deserves a prominent place in a history of computing--but he 
remarks of Ada Lovelace on the nature of Babbage's Analytical Engine are missing 
from this account. Still stranger is the total omission of the work of Frege. 
